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For retailers, digital transformation offers the opportunity to take business in entirely new directions,
revolutionising the way in which workers engage with
customers and colleagues alike.
Microsoft technology is providing the tools to engage
customers across multiple channels, with the goods
and services they want at a time that suits them best.
At the same time, solutions such as the Azure cloud,
Office 365 and Dynamics 365 are adding value to
workforces across the entire spectrum of retail and
consumer goods operations.
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Empowering
retail workers
Unified collaboration platforms, artificial intelligence and cloud-based
productivity suites are helping retail employees deliver memorable
customer experiences, says Microsoft’s Greg Jones
BY REBECCA GIBSON

W

hat do you remember about your most
enjoyable in-store shopping experiences? For many people, the memory
that stands out is of the friendly store associate
who greeted them by name, answered all their
questions knowledgably, helped them to locate
their items and processed their payment quickly.
“Store associates are the voice and face of the
brand – everything they do while a customer is
in a store has an instant impact on whether the
consumer will return to the brand in future,” says
Greg Jones, director of business strategy for worldwide retail and consumer goods at Microsoft. “If
a store associate is rude, unhelpful and bored,
customers likely won’t return. However, if they’re
well-informed and go above and beyond to deliver
a seamless shopping experience, consumers are
likely to return time and time again.”
If retailers want to ensure that their employees
fall into the latter category, they must provide all
the tools their staff need to complete their daily
tasks and collaborate and communicate with
everyone from their in-store team to head office.
Employees also need to have instant access to
customer, product and business-critical information at their fingertips.
“Using unified collaboration and communication platforms, the executive leadership team
and store managers can quickly deliver the latest company news, important business insights,
training, information about new stock and promotions, and more to everyone in the company
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at the same time,” says Jones. “Meanwhile, store
associates can share feedback with managers
about what displays are (or are not) working
well, which products are most popular, what
questions customers are asking frequently and
so on. They can also share customer success stories and any ideas that they may have for new
initiatives or best practices for enhancing the
customer experience. Not only will this ensure
that employees have the information they need
to do their jobs, but it will also create a central
platform for company-wide innovation.”
British fashion, homeware and grocery retailer
Marks & Spencer, for example, has implemented

“Store associates are the voice
and face of the brand”
Microsoft Teams to provide all 80,000 colleagues
across its 1,035 UK stores with access to all the
tools, data and people they need via one streamlined central platform.
“Store associates can easily chat with colleagues
for guidance, check customer or product data
instantly and quickly edit, share or consult
important business documents on their smartphone while they’re on the shop floor,” says
Jones. “Now, employees get the right information at the right time, which has made teams
more efficient and productive. Meanwhile the
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dedicated customer channel where staff share
customer experiences and other feedback has
made everyone feel involved in the business.”
Other retailers are turning to artificial intelligence (AI), robotic process automation,
machine learning and business intelligence tools
to automate time-consuming manual tasks that
are currently preventing store associates from
providing value-added services to customers.
One area that has been transformed by AI is
stock and inventory.
“In the past, store associates would have to
walk around the store and manually record stock
levels for all the different products on sale, which
was time consuming and open to human error,”
says Jones. “If stock levels were low, associates
would have to notify their manager who would
then request new stock from the warehouse, all
of which introduces delays in getting products
into customers’ hands.
“Now, retailers can use AI to identify patterns
in their sales data and combine it with contextual information about weather, socio-economic
trends, geographical location and other factors

to predict customer demand and create accurate
hyper-local inventories for individual stores. This
means that they know which products are most
popular at particular times of the day, week or
year and increase or decrease their stock orders
accordingly. If an out-of-stock situation did occur,
store associates now have the tools to quickly
report this to everyone in the supply chain at
once, which minimises replenishment times.”
Meanwhile, tools like Microsoft’s cloud-based
Office 365 productivity suite can help retailers to
plan their workforce more effectively and provide
employees with greater flexibility. Handmade
glass votive retailer glassybaby, for example, has
implemented Office 365 to resolve the issues with
creating rotas for its glassblowers and the staff
operating its eight stores across three US states.
“Store managers can save between three and
six hours a week when creating schedules, allowing them to devote their time to more important
tasks, such as employee training and customer
outreach,” comments Jones.
Shift changes are also easier to manage. Now,
when a glassybaby employee needs to change

Marks & Spencer
has implemented
Microsoft Teams
to connect 80,000
employees via one
central platform
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shifts, they simply log into the Office 365 app
from any device, post a request to their colleagues
in the chat and, when someone agrees to the swap,
ask the manager to approve it by tapping ‘ok’. The
digital rota is then updated in real time for everyone to see. “It’s much quicker than the previous
time-consuming processes, which involved manually contacting multiple people and amending
paper rotas – and there are no more instances
of staff inadvertently missing shifts because they
hadn’t seen an e-mail or the updated schedule,”
explains Jones. “Office 365 also functions as a personal assistant by sending staff automatic reminders about shifts and tasks, which means that they
spend less time worrying about their schedule
and more time focused on the customers.”
Empowering employees with this type of technology is one of Microsoft’s four key priorities
for the retail sector.
“We’re working very closely with a large ecosystem of partners to retail-specific solutions
on top of the Microsoft technology stack to
improve the experience for staff at every level in
the industry,” remarks Jones. “From Office 365 to
Microsoft Teams, the Azure cloud platform and
all the retail-specific Dynamics 365 offerings,
our technology offers a solid foundation for the
types of third-party solutions that will improve
the employee experience across everything from
project management to sales, marketing, human
resources, operations and more.”
By equipping employees with the tools that
Microsoft and its partners are developing, retailers will set themselves up for long-term success,
says Jones.
“If employees can complete daily tasks
quickly, instantly answer customers’ questions
or help them find products in store, they will
be happier and more satisfied in their role,” he
explains. “In addition, being able to converse
and share ideas with colleagues at all levels of
the business will make every employee feel as
though they have an important role to play in
the success of the business. As we all know,
happy employees who are working in a cohesive
and supportive team are more productive and
much more invested in going above and beyond
for customers. Ultimately, giving employees the
right tools will drive sales, boost brand loyalty
and provide the foundation retailers need to
build the innovations that will empower them
to reimagine the shopping experience and
stand out from the competition.”
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Partner perspectives
We ask Microsoft partners how they are using artificial
intelligence and robotic process automation to improve
the retail experience for employees and customers.

Kristie
Davison
Sales manager,
RELEX Solutions
AI is not a cure-all solution, nor is its goal to replace human decision
making. At RELEX, we use pragmatic AI and robotic process automation
to translate vast quantities of data into actionable insights that give us a
deeper understanding of our customers’ businesses and help them to
make fast business decisions informed by their own expertise.
AI and machine learning tease out potential insights that aren’t
intuitive or easy to calculate manually – for example how the weather
might impact the sales in a certain product catergory, or how a sports
event might affect traffic at a nearby store. Our solutions create digital
twins that allow retailers to explore a large number of options and their
projected impacts. By providing that information and a recommended
course of action, the system helps retailers make informed decisions
about how to best optimise their supply chain.
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From smart mirrors to 3D-printed bespoke clothing and
advances in supply chain and logistics, there are a series of mini
technological revolutions that are happening across the retail
sector to make the stores of the future experiential rather than
commoditised. Consequently, all the tricks and techniques we’ve
learned for using data to deliver hyper-personalisation in the
e-commerce sector can now be applied to physical stores.
Wirehive does this through a holistic integration of Microsoft
cloud technology – everything from Office and customer
relationship management software for staff productivity, to data
and artificial intelligence combined with internet of things is
used to give staff on the shop floor actionable insights. By using
the Face API in the Microsoft Azure Cognitive Services suite and
custom machine learning solutions, retailers can proactively
help shoppers, change store layouts based on footfall patterns,
optimise POS displays to drive sales and much more.

Girish
Avantsa
Head of customer
success,
PopcornApps

Catherine
Neily

James Ralph
Head of new
business,
Wirehive

Bridging the gap between online and in-store
experiences will be key for retailers wanting
to incentivise shoppers to buy their products.
PopcornApps has focused on building
solutions that create a rewarding experience
for both the retailer and the shopper.
Whether it is checking inventory for size,
model and colour, or being knowledgeable
about product features and comparable
options, our solutions leverage AI to facilitate
a synchronised shopping experience for
customers and break the boundaries between
virtual and physical store fronts.
PopcornApps uses AI and mobile
technologies to arm retail professionals and
store associates with rich information about
the products and the customers so they can
deliver meaningful in-store interactions. We
also use AI to target customers with relevant
offers while they are browsing in store. These
offers are based on their location in the store,
their loyalty tier and the conversion possibility.

Solution architect,
Long View
Systems
Robotic process automation (RPA) and AI are
two of the key technologies that retailers are
using to transform their customer-facing and
back-office operations.
On the front end, AI solutions like
conversational bots are being used to
fulfill some front-line support tasks, such
as automatically answering customers’
frequently asked questions on a website.
Meanwhile, on the back end, retailers are
using AI and machine learning to find the
best employees by analysing data from
successful hires in the past. RPA is being used
to automate accounting processes that are
repeatable, for example month-end reports
and procedures.
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A Long View
to cloud success
Long View Systems has built a reputation for innovation and progressive
business culture. Insight from a recent customer implementation tells us why

A
Long View helped
its customer migrate
from legacy IT and
on-premises systems
to the cloud
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t Microsoft Inspire in July 2019, IT
solution provider Long View Systems
received over 2,900 nominations for the
Global Partner of the Year awards. Based on its
commitment to customers, market impact and
exemplary use of Microsoft technologies, the
organisation won Canada Partner of the Year
for the second year in a row – a first for any
Canadian partner.
With a network of around 68,000 Microsoft
partners who all transform their customers’
business in vital ways, winning an award like
this is no mean feat. Over the past 20 years, Long
View has built a reputation for innovation and
progressive business culture, but what sets it
apart from the competition?
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An organic breakfast and snack food company
based in North America was leading its market
with three manufacturing facilities on the west
coast of Canada and the US, but it had plans to
expand with a fourth in Vancouver. However,
the company was spending too much of its time
trying to manage its legacy IT and on-premises
infrastructure to seek its expansion at the rate
necessary to maintain its competitive advantage
and differentiate itself in a crowded market.
If the company had continued in this way,
growing its team and setting up offices would
have taken over three months, an unacceptably
long period of time in an industry where competition grows fiercer with each passing day.
To make matters worse, its primary data centre
in Richmond, Virginia was built on a huge flood
plain. Its business-critical tools that interact with
plants and invoice clients and its entire enterprise recourse planning (ERP) infrastructure
were at risk. A flood could result in massive data
losses and millions of dollars in reparations, and
could cripple its growth plans.
The organic organisation urgently needed to
switch its IT services to a cloud model to grow its
company, mitigate risk and ensure business resiliency. The company was already using Office and
Skype, and Microsoft had invested in its partner
Long View to educate them on the best options
for their business. This was a key differentiator
that led the firm to choose Long View to help it
on its Microsoft Azure migration over competing clouds and companies.
Long View’s team began managing the firm’s
day-to-day IT needs. As organic foods have
become a global movement, the company
needed a partner that could grow with it and
support it across North America. As it’s grown,
Long View has continued to be future focused by
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moving the snack supplier’s IT infrastructure to
the cloud. This has not only reduced its energy
consumption by 27%, but it has also increased
its productivity by 20%.
“We know how to make great-tasting organic
food and they know how to leverage technology to enable our business,” said the firm’s chief
financial officer (CFO).
After bringing the customer’s CFO, IT director
and other stakeholders together for a discovery
session to create a two-year data centre transformation roadmap, Long View began the migration with Exchange.

“Leveraging the cloud has
provided us with near-instant
access to better business data”
In a series of moves, Long View migrated two
Exchange 2016 servers to Exchange Online, and
Office 365, OneDrive, Skype for Business and
SharePoint Online, with Power BI coming to the
firm’s productivity suite soon. Long View then
moved the firm’s enterprise resource planning

(ERP), integrated file systems (IFS) and manufacturing workloads to Azure. As many were
based on old versions of Windows or SQL server,
this also involved several upgrades.
In just under eight months, Long View helped
the edibles enterprise to reduce its IT footprint
from four server racks to less than two which in
turn has minimised its power consumption and
ensured it meets its corporate eco-commitments.
By moving away from a dated and vulnerable data centre with limited failover capacity,
and making use of the Microsoft Azure public
cloud, the firm has exponentially improved its
business resiliency. It has been able to move
400 staff members to new offices without moving racks and racks of data centre equipment
and with almost zero IT effort required. Long
View’s efforts enabled it to save 12 months and
US$1 million in physical data centre equipment.
“Most importantly, leveraging the cloud has
provided us with near-instant access to better
business data, whenever we want it which allows
us to make quicker decisions regarding product
development and distribution,” said the CFO.
“This will ensure we keep our competitive edge
for years to come.”
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